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and Near Infrared 
Radiometer type 2 
(AVNIR-2)
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Note: in Normal Control Mode



















- Roll/Yaw Att. Det.
- Pitch Att. Det. 
Attitude Det. 
Management
- Prec. Att. Det. FDIR
- Auto/Cmd. Change
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Roll:  Attitude Estimate















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate
















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate
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Roll:  Attitude Estimate















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate
















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate
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Roll:  Attitude Rate Estimate



















Pitch:  Attitude Rate Estimate




















Yaw:  Attitude Rate Estimate
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Roll:  Attitude Stability















Pitch:  Attitude Stability
















Yaw:  Attitude Stability

















Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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Roll:  Attitude Estimate
















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate

















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate
















Roll:  Attitude Estimate
















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate

















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate





















Roll:  Attitude Rate Estimate



















Pitch:  Attitude Rate Estimate






















Yaw:  Attitude Rate Estimate





















Roll:  Attitude Rate Estimate



















Pitch:  Attitude Rate Estimate






















Yaw:  Attitude Rate Estimate

















Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability

















Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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Yaw:  Attitude Rate (deg/s)
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Roll:  Attitude Estimate















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate
















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate















Roll:  Attitude Estimate















Pitch:  Attitude Estimate
















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate
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Roll:  Attitude Stability



















Pitch:  Attitude Stability




















Yaw:  Attitude Stability



















Roll:  Attitude Stability



















Pitch:  Attitude Stability




















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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R: Curvature of Radius
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Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
Paddle Drive
Suspension 
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Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability
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Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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Roll:  Attitude Estimate














Pitch:  Attitude Estimate

















Yaw:  Attitude Estimate





















Roll:  Attitude Rate Estimate



















Pitch:  Attitude Rate Estimate






















Yaw:  Attitude Rate Estimate

















Roll:  Attitude Stability

















Pitch:  Attitude Stability


















Yaw:  Attitude Stability
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